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Abstract

Natural language instruction following is paramount to enable collaboration be-
tween artificial agents and human beings. Natural language-conditioning of rein-
forcement learning (RL) agents has shown how natural languages’ properties, such
as compositionality, can provide a strong inductive bias to learn complex policies.
Previous architectures like HIGhER combine the benefit of language-conditioning
with Hindsight Experience Replay (HER) to deal with sparse rewards environ-
ments. Yet, like HER, HIGhER relies on an oracle predicate function to provide a
feedback signal highlighting which linguistic description is valid for which state.
This reliance on an oracle that must be provided by the user or benchmark limits
its application. Additionally, HIGhER only leverages the linguistic information
contained in successful RL trajectories, thus hurting its final performance and
data-efficiency. Without early successful trajectories, HIGhER is no better than
DQN upon which it is built.
In this paper, we propose the Emergent Textual Hindsight Experience Replay
(ETHER) agent, which builds on HIGhER and addresses both of its limitations
by means of (i) a discriminative visual referential game, commonly studied in the
subfield of Emergent Communication, used here as an unsupservised auxiliary
task and (ii) a semantic grounding scheme to align the emergent language with the
natural language of the instruction-following benchmark. We show that the speaker
and listener agents of the referential game make an artificial language emerge that
is aligned with the natural-like language used to describe goals in the BabyAI
benchmark and that it is expressive enough so as to also describe unsuccessful RL
trajectories and thus provide feedback to the RL agent to leverage the linguistic,
structured information contained in all trajectories. Our work shows that emergent
communication is a viable unsupervised auxiliary task for goal-conditioned RL
in sparse reward settings and provides missing pieces to make HER more widely
applicable.

1 Introduction

Since time immemorial, natural languages have been harnessed by humans as powerful tools to
describe not only reality as one senses it, but also as one imagines it (e.g. via the poetic function of
languages [31]). Through properties such as compositionality and recursive syntax natural languages
become flexible interfaces that allow humans to express arbitrarily complex meanings. Beyond being
immensely useful for inter-human communication, natural languages can also be a fruitful means of
communication between humans and AI models, as recently showed by the advent of large language
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models [63]. The use of natural languages to condition the behaviour of reinforcement learning (RL)
agents remains an open question with an untapped potential [45]. In its most general form, how to
train RL agents capable of achieving an arbitrary set of goals is the fundamental question within
goal-conditioned RL. Language-conditioned RL addresses the challenge of training agents to attain
a broad array of objectives, utilizing natural languages as an expressive and intuitive tool to define
those goals.

To be able to describe goals in natural language and have language-conditioned RL agents learn well
performing policies is already very useful. However, even optimal policies might not always be able
to accomplish a task. For instance, a cleaning robot might not being able to wash the dishes in the
sink if there is no soap left. In this scenario, to close the human-AI communication loop an agent
could communicate that it succeeded at other goals such as pick up a plate and turn water tap on.
This capability would greatly contribute towards agent explainability, yet it posits a hard question
to answer: how may the agent learn in an unsupervised manner a communication protocol whose
semantics align with the semantics of the language used to describe the goals it trains on? In other
words, how may an agent learn to communicate whether it succeeded at pick a plate when it initially
has no notion of what a plate is and what it means to pick?

To tackle the challenge of language-conditioned RL and the learning of aligned emergent commu-
nication protocols we present Emerging Textual Hindsight Experience Replay (ETHER). Agents
trained with ETHER learn a function mapping observed states to goals that the agents have reached,
a missing piece in current language-conditioned RL, and further improves on the sample efficiency
its state-of-the-art counterparts.

Our main contributions are threefold. Firstly, we extend HIGhER by enabling its deployment in any
instruction-following task out-of-the-box without relying on any oracle. This is achieved by means of
a learned, approximate predicate function, which we detail in Section 3.1. Secondly, in order to further
leverage unsuccessful trajectories, we propose the Emergent Textual Hindsight Experience Replay
(ETHER) architecture, which builds on HIGhER and addresses both of its limitations, showing that a
discriminative visual referential game is a viable unsupervised auxiliary task for RL [30]. This is
detailed in Section 3.2. Finally, facing the common problem of the emergent language shifting from
natural languages, despite the instruction-following task making use of a natural-like language, we
show that it is possible to align to some extent the emergent language with the natural language of
the instruction-following benchmark by leveraging the semantic co-occurrence of visual and textual
concepts. Taken together, our work shows that emergent communication is a viable unsupervised
auxiliary task for goal-conditioned RL in sparse reward settings and provides missing pieces to make
HER more widely applicable.

We continue by reviewing necessary background and notation in Section 2. After delineating our
methods in Section 3.1, we present experimental results on the PickUpDist instruction-following
task of the BabyAI benchmark [13] in Section 4. Importantly, our results demonstrate that on a 200k
observation budget our final agent method achieves almost twice the performance of the baseline
HIGhER. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2 Background & Notation

2.1 Goal-Conditioned Reinforcement Learning

In goal-conditioned RL, a goal-conditioned agent makes use of a policy π : S × G → A to interact
at each time step t with an environment to maximize its cumulative discounted reward over each
episode

∑

t γ
tr(st, at, st+1, gt), where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor, r : S ×A× S × G → R is

the environment-defined goal-conditioned reward function over the state space S, action space A,
and goal space G. It interacts by choosing an action at ∈ A based on the state st ∈ S it is in and a
predefined goal g ∈ G sampled at the beginning of the episode. Along with the output of the reward
function, the agent is provided at each interaction with the next state st+1 sampled from the transition
distribution T (st+1|st, at). We employ a goal-conditioned Q-function, i.e. Universal Value Function
Approximator [59], defined by Qπ(s, a, g) = Eπ[

∑

t γ
tr(st, at, st+1, g)|s0 = s, a0 = a, st+1 ∼ T ]

for all (s, a, g) ∈ S ×A× G. While previous works makes use of Deep Q-learning (DQN)[46] to
evaluate the Q-function with neural networks and perform off-policy updates by sampling transitions
(st, at, rt, st+1, g) from a replay buffer, we employ Recurrent Replay with Distributed DQN (R2D2)
[33].
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2.2 Hindsight Experience Replay and its Limitations

In the context of goal-conditioned RL, rewards are inherently sparse for any given goal and this is
exacerbated the larger the goal space G is. In order to alleviate these issues, Andrychowicz et al. [2]
proposed Hindsight Experience Replay (HER) which involves relabelling unsucessful (null-reward)
trajectories where the agent failed to reach the sampled goal g ∈ G, with a new goal g′ ∈ G that is
actually found to be fulfilled in the final state of the relabelled episode. This approach improves the
sample efficiency of off-policy RL algorithms by taking advantage of failed trajectories, repurposing
them by reassigning them to the goals that were actually achieved.

In effect, for each unsuccessful trajectory, the agent’s memory/replay buffer is updated with one
negative trajectory and an additional positive (relabelled) trajectory. In order to do so, HER assumes
the existence of a mapping/re-labelling function m : S → G, which is an oracle (i.e., externally
providing expert knowledge of the environment to the algorithm). It maps a state s onto a goal g that
is achieved in this state. As their experiments deal with spatial goals, vanilla HER can extract the
re-labelling goal from the achieved state (because G = S), but in the more general case, it cannot
be applied without an external expert as this re-labelling oracle cannot be derived. HER’s need for
expert interventions drastically reduces its interest and range of applicable use cases.

HER also assumes the existence of a predicate function f : S × G → {0, 1} which encodes
whether the agent in a state s satisfies a given goal g. This predicate function f is used to define
the learning reward function rlearning(st, at, st+1, g) = f(st+1, g), that is used to infer the
reward at each timestep of the re-labelled trajectories. Indeed, while at the beginning of an
episode a goal g is drawn from the space G of goals by the environment and, at each time step t,
the transition (st, at, rt, st+1, g) is stored in the agent’s memory/replay buffer with the rewards
coming from what we will refer to as the behavioral reward function, i.e. the reward function
instantiated by the environment, re-labelling involves using another reward function: at the end of
an unsuccessful episode of length T , re-labelling and reward prediction occurs in order to store
a seemingly-successful (relabelled) trajectory: an alternative goal ĝ0 and corresponding reward
sequence (r0t )t∈[0,T ] are inferred using the learning reward function (detailed below). New transitions
(st, at, r

0
t , st+1, ĝ

0)t∈[0,T ] are thus added to the replay buffer for each time step t.

HER offers two strategies to infer an alternative goal. Firstly, the final strategy infers an alternative
goal using the re-labelling/mapping function on the final state of the unsuccessful trajectory of length
T , ĝ0 = m(sT ), and the corresponding rewards are computed via the learning reward function using
the predicate oracle f , ∀t ∈ [0, T − 1], r0t = rlearning(st, at, st+1, ĝ

0) = f(st+1, ĝ
0). Or, any of

the future-k strategies can be used, with k ∈ N being an hyperparameter. They consist of applying
the final strategy to k different, contiguous sub-parts of the main trajectory.

2.3 HIGhER and its Limitations.

HIGhER[16] aims to expand the applicability of HER, and to do so it explores how to learn the
re-labelling/mapping function (hereafter referred to as mHIGhER and Instruction Generator), rather
than assuming it is provided or by using some form of external expert knowledge. Nevertheless, it still
relies on a predicate function being provided and queried as an oracle. HIGhER investigates using
hindsight experience replay in the instruction following setting from pixel-based observations, which
brings some particularities as it differs from the robotic setting of HER. Firstly, the goal space and state
space are no longer the same, hence the motivation towards learning a re-labelling/mapping function.
Secondly, there is no obvious mapping from stimuli (e.g. visual/pixel states) to the instructions that
define the goals using a natural-like language. For instance, for a given state, due to the expressivity
of natural languages, multiple goals may be defined as being fulfilled in this state.

Despite the non-obvious mapping from stimuli to fulfilled goals, HIGhER still succeeds in learning a
deterministic re-labelling/mapping function. HIGhER learns an instruction generator by supervised
learning on a dataset Dsup = {(s, g)/f(s, g) = 1} consisting of state-goal pairs where the predicate
value is know to be 1. These pairs are harvested from successful trajectories of the RL agent
which occur throughout the learning process (they could be provided as demonstrations, but this
is not explored by the original work of Cideron et al. [16]) and correspond to final states s of
successful/positive-reward trajectories along with relevant linguistic instructions defining the fulfilled
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a): Illustration of a discriminative object-centric/2-players/L-signal/N = 0-round/K-
distractor visual referential game [18] using a Straight-Through Gumbel-Softmax (STGS) commu-
nication channel (following the approach of Havrylov and Titov [23]) and a loss function which
adapts the STGS communication channel to LazImpa from Rita et al. [57], that we refer to as the
STGS-LazImpa loss function (cf. Appendix E.1). Stimuli are passed through a data augmentation
scheme, following the recipe from Dessi et al. [20] (i.e. adding Gaussian Blur, and/or Color Jitter,
and/or undergoing some Affine Transformation) in order to enforce object-centricism [15, 18] Note
that the target stimulus undergoes different data augmentation depending on whether it is fed to the
speaker agent or the listener agent. (b): ETHER agent architecture describing the Shared Observation
Encoder that feeds its output convolutional feature maps to both RG agents and the RL agent. Note
that, prior to being fed to any agent, some form of agent-specific adaptations are applied to the feature
maps, with the RL agent having the most sophisticated ones relying on some FiLM-ed layers [53]
that are conditioned on the output of a GRU layer that embeds the linguistic goal description.

goals g. The ability to harvest successful trajectories from an RL agent in the process of being trained
is capped by how likely is it that this RL agent will fulfill goals albeit while randomly/cluelessly
exploring the environment. Thus, one major limitation of HIGhER is that in the absence of initial
(and therefore random - when harvested from the learning RL agent) successful trajectories, the
dataset Dsup cannot be built, and it ensues that the hindsight experience replay scheme cannot be
leveraged since the instruction generator/mapping function, mHIGhER, cannot begin to learn.

Finally, it is important to note that HIGhER is constrained to using only the final re-labelling strategy.
Recall that the Instruction Generator is solely trained on episode’s final state, and it is likely that the
distribution of final states over the whole state space S is far from being uniform. Thus, applying
the re-labelling/mapping function of HIGhER on states encountered in the middle of an episode is
tantamount to out-of-distribution application and would likely result in unpredictable re-labelling
mistakes. In the original work of Cideron et al. [16], this particularity is not addressed, and only the
final re-labelling strategy is experimented with.

2.4 Emergent Communication

Emergent Communication is at the interface of language grounding and language emergence. While
language emergence raises the question of how to make artificial languages emerge, possibly with
similar properties to natural languages, such as compositionality [3, 21, 43, 56], language grounding
is concerned with the ability to ground the meaning of (natural) language utterances into some sensory
processes, e.g. the visual modality. On one hand, emergent artificial languages’ compositionality
has been shown to further the learnability of said languages [37, 60, 7, 43] and, on the other hand,
natural languages’ compositionality promises to increase the generalisation ability of the artificial
agent that would be able to rely on them as a grounding signal, as it has been found to produce
learned representations that generalise, when measured in terms of the data-efficiency of subsequent
transfer and/or curriculum learning [25, 48, 49, 32]. Yet, emerging languages are far from being
‘natural-like’ protolanguages [39, 9, 10], and the questions of how to constraint them to a specific
semantic or a specific syntax remain open problems. Nevertheless, some sufficient conditions can be
found to further the emergence of compositional languages and generalising learned representations
(e.g. Kottur et al. [39], Lazaridou et al. [41], Choi et al. [15], Bogin et al. [4], Guo et al. [21], Korbak
et al. [38], Chaabouni et al. [11], Denamganaï and Walker [19]).
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The backbone of the field rests on games that emphasise the functionality of languages, namely,
the ability to efficiently communicate and coordinate between agents. The first instance of such
an environment is the Signaling Game or Referential Game (RG) by Lewis [42], where a speaker
agent is asked to send a message to the listener agent, based on the state/stimulus of the world that it
observed. The listener agent then acts upon the observation of the message by choosing one of the
actions available to it in order to perform the ‘best’ action given the observed state depending on the
notion of ‘best’ action being defined by the interests common to both players. In RGs, typically, the
listener action is to discriminate between a target stimulus, observed by the speaker and prompting
its message generation, and some other distractor stimuli. The listener must discriminate correctly
while relying solely on the speaker’s message. The latter defined the discriminative variant, as
opposed to the generative variant where the listener agent must reconstruct/generate the whole target
stimulus (usually played with symbolic stimuli). Visual (discriminative) RGs have been shown to
be well-suited for unsupervised representation learning, either by competing with state-of-the-art
self-supervised learning approaches on upstream classification tasks [20], or because they have been
found to further some forms of disentanglement [26, 34, 12, 44] in learned representations [71, 17].
Such properties can enable “better up-stream performance”[66], greater sample-efficiency, and some
form of (systematic) generalization [47, 24, 61]. Indeed, disentanglement is thought to reflect the
compositional structure of the world, thus disentangled learned representations ought to enable an
agent wielding them to generalize along those lines. Thus, this paper aims to investigate visual
discriminative RGs as auxiliary tasks for RL agents.

Visual Discriminative Referential Game Setup. Following the nomenclature proposed in Denam-
ganaï and Walker [18], we will focus primarily on a descriptive object-centric (partially-observable)
2-players/L = 10-signal/N = 0-round/K = 31-distractor RG variant, as illustrated in Figure 1a.

As an object-centric RG, as opposed to stimulus-centric, the listener and speaker agents are not
being presented with the same exact target stimuli. Rather, they are being presented with different
viewpoints on the same target object shown in the target stimuli, where the word viewpoint ought to be
understood in a large sense. Indeed, object-centrism is implemented by applying data augmentation
schemes such as gaussian blur, color jitter, and affine transformations, as proposed in Dessi et al.
[20]. Thus, the listener and speaker agents would be presented with different stimuli that nevertheless
keeps the conceptual object being presented constant. This aspect was introduced by Choi et al. [15]
(without it being of primary interest), where the pair of agents would literally be shown potentially
the same 3D objects under different viewpoint, thus thinking of object-centrism as a viewpoint shift
is historically relevant.

Concerning the communication channel, it is parameterised with a Straight-Through Gumbel-Softmax
(STGS) estimator following the work of Havrylov and Titov [23]. The vocabulary V is fixed with
62 ungrounded symbols, plus two grounded symbol accounting for the Start-of-Sentence and End-
of-Sentence semantic, thus |V | = 64. The maximum sentence length L is always equal to 10,
thus placing our experiments in the context of an overcomplete communication channel whose
capacity is far greater than the number of different meanings that the agents would encounter in our
experiments [40].

In this paper, we will focus exclusively on STGS parameterisation, but many other could have been
used (e.g. REINFORCE-based algorithms [70], quantization [8] and Obverter approaches [15, 4]).
Indeed, the STGS approach supposedly allows a richer signal towards solving the credit assignment
problem that language emergence poses, since the gradient can be backpropagated from the listener
agent to the speaker agent.

3 Method

In the following, firstly, we detail our proposal to slightly extend HIGhER’s applicability, in Sec-
tion 3.1, and then, we detail our novel architecture, entitled ETHER, that addresses all the limitations
inherent to the HIGhER’s paradigm.

3.1 Extending HIGhER’s Applicability

As explained in Section 2.3, HIGhER, like HER, still relies on a predicate function being provided
and queried as an oracle. In the following, we propose to address this limitation in two ways. We first
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propose to derive a partial predicate function from the re-labelling function in the Section 3.1.1. Then,
we show how to enhance the quality of the derived predicate function with a contrastive learning
approach in Section 3.1.2.

3.1.1 Deriving a Predicate Function

Because HIGhER only implements the final relabelling strategy, we remark that the predicate function
is only necessary in order to compute the output of the learning reward function when it is fed a state
st from an unsuccessful episode and the relabelling goal g′ ∈ G, such that g′ = m(stfinal

). Notably,
this new goal g′ could have also been reached in previous steps of the same trajectory, and if so,
those transitions should also feature a positive reward like the final state of the episode. This can be
achieved by applying m to all states in the trajectory and giving a positive reward if and only if the
new goal for a given state matches that of the relabelled goal for the last state slast. This procedure
derives a predicate function from a re-labelling function. In the remainder of the paper, we will
denote this extension as HIGhER+.

It is important to note that this procedure is not as sound as it could be because it makes the implicit
and erroneous assumption that fulfilled goals are deterministic and unique for each state, whereas,
firstly, the expressivity of natural language allows many different ways of expressing a similar
semantic for a goal that would have been fulfilled in a given state (resulting in different theoretically-
valid values for m(st) and m(stfinal

)) and, secondly, for any given state a distribution of fulfilled
goals (with different semantics, not just synonymous expressions) could be defined. For instance,
whenever a “pick up the blue ball” can be identified as being fulfilled in a given state, then the goal
“pick up a blue object”, or “pick up a ball” are all as valid as the former.

3.1.2 Enhancing the Predicate Function with Contrastive Learning

Let us assume that we have access to a relabelling function, either learnt or given. Successful
trajectories, those that yield a positive environment reward, are ground-truth indicators of a goal being
satisfied on the last visited state. In contrast, the states in the trajectory leading up the goal-fulfilling
state do not satisfy the same condition as the last state, as otherwise those transitions would receive
a positive reward according to the environment’s goal-conditioned reward signal. We exploit this
structure to use contrastive learning methods.

HIGhER learns an instruction relabelling function by making use of a dataset of (state, goal) pairs,
as defined in Section 2. We further increase the accuracy of the learnt re-labelling function via
contrastive learning where the positive examples are the same (state, goal) pairs in dataset D and the
negative examples are defined as follows. Let Tfinal be the timestep of the final transition. Negative
examples consist of pairs of states S(Tfinal−i) for i ∈ [1, n] and their associated negative goal. This
negative goal is built contrastively to the true re-labelling goals as Gneg = EoS, i.e. using the End
of Sentence (EoS) symbol. We use EoS to trivially satisfy that the negative goal Gneg differs from
the goal of the positive example g.

3.2 Leveraging Unsuccessful Trajectories with Emergent Communication

In the following, we rebase the architecture around the Emergent Communication paradigm in order
to both learn a relabelling function, in the form of the speaker agent, and a predicate function, in the
form of a listener agent. The resulting algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 1b also highlights
shared components between the RG agents and the RL agent in ETHER, thus allowing the RG to be
acknowledged as an unsupervised auxiliary task for RL, following the work of Jaderberg et al. [30].
This change of paradigm brings about a new challenge in the alignment of the emergent language
used by the RG agents to the natural-like language of the benchmark/environment. In the following
Section 3.2.1, we highlight how to use an RG’s listener agent as a predicate function, and then we
detail in Section 3.2.2 our proposal to align the emergent language with the environment’s language.

3.2.1 Learning a Predicate Function via Referential Games

Taking a closer look at the listener agent of a visual discriminative RG, it takes as input K +1 stimuli
and a message/linguistic description from the speaker agent to output confidence levels for each
stimulus of the extent with which the message clearly describes them. In the context of K = 0, the
listener agent outputs a likelihood for the message to be clearly describing some attributes wihtin
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(a) Expert agent (b) Random agent

Figure 2: Episode goal semantics (left columns) and count of observation semantics from trajectories
conditioned on a given goal (right histogram). Left: trajectories from BabyAI’s built-in expert agent
which always reaches the goal. Right: random agent trajectories. In both cases the semantics of
the goal are among the most observed semantic features for any given trajectory. This effect is less
pronounced in the random agent.

the one and only stimulus provided. This is analoguous to what a predicate function does. Thus, the
listener agent of any RG can be readily put in the place of the predicate function in the context of
hindsight experience replay (as illustrated in Figure 3), provided that the RG’s speaker agent is used
as an Instruction Generator following HIGhER recipe. Note that this extension already incorporates
contrastive learning as a discriminative RG is literally asking the listener agent to contrast positive
(the target) and negative (the distractors) stimuli. Henceforth, we refer to this augmentation as the
Emergent Textual Hindsight Experience Replay (ETHER) agent. We provide in Appendix E further
details about the instantiated RG.

3.2.2 Aligning Emergent Languages via Semantic Co-occurrence Grounding

A major shortcoming of HIGhER is that during training it learns a goal relabelling function which
is only capable of mapping states to goals that are satisfied in successful trajectories. Generally,
these goals are represented through semantic descriptions of the necessary interactions between
the agent and objects that are present in the environment (e.g., "pick up the green key", "open the
door"). Presently, we hypothesise that if it is indeed the case that the goal can always be fulfilled,
then, upon specifiying a goal, agent observations will be biased to contain semantic components
present in said goal. We test this hypothesis in the BabyAI environment in Figure 2 where we see
that, indeed, the semantics of the goal are some of the most salient observed semantics in both
expert trajectories and random walks. Given the similarity between semantics of observations and
goals in both successful and unsuccessful trajectories, which we refer to henceforth as semantic
co-occurrence, we ask ourselves: How can this underlying environmental structure be leveraged to
learn a semantic understanding of the goal trying to be achieved? In the context of ETHER which is
centered around the addition of RG agents, this translates as: How can this underlying environmental
structure be leveraged to constraint the RG’s emergent language to be aligned with the natural(-like)
language used to describe goals in any instruction-following benchmark?

To answer this question, we introduce the semantic co-occurrence grounding loss, which aims
to enhance an agent’s language grounding ability during RG training. We emphasise that this loss
does not rely on private information from the environment, but solely makes use of what information
an instruction-following agent can actually observe. To do so, only the words/tokens present in
the linguistic goal description provided are used as labels. Formally, let us define a linguistic goal
description as a series of tokens, g = (gi)i∈[1,L] ∈ G, where L is the maximum sentence length
hyperparameter, as defined in the RG setup (cf. Section 2.4 and Appendix E).

Thus, for each of those token present in the goal g of a given episode (out of all the tokens available
in the vocabulary V , as defined in the RG setup), the semantic co-occurrence grounding loss will
aim to bring a prior semantic-only embedding of the tokens closer to the visual embeddings of all
the observations during the given episode. We will denote by (λw)w∈V all the prior semantic-only
embeddings for the vocabulary V. And, on the other hand, it will also bring further away from the
visual embeddings of all the observations during the episode the prior semantic-only embeddings of
all the tokens of the vocabulary that are not present in the current goal g.

7



Figure 3: ETHER’s algorithm relies on three agents, the two Referential Game (RG) agents, speaker
and listener, and the Reinforcement Learning (RL) agent. When the RL agent generates a successful
trajectory, effectively following the instruction described by the goal, the trajectory is added to the
replay buffer and the final state sT and episode’s instruction g are added to the state-instruction
dataset. Sampling from this dataset allow training of the speaker agent in a supervised learning
fashion, effectively mimicking how the instruction generator from HIGhER is trained. On the other
hand, when the RL agent generates a failed trajectory, the speaker agent is used as an instruction
generator to relabel the trajectory, replacing the failed goal g with a linguistic description g0 of
the episode’s final state sT . Then, as this final state may be repeated throughout the episode, it is
important to regularise the rewards throughout the trajectory. This is performed by using the listener
agent as a predicate function. Finally, the relabelled and reward regularised trajectory can be added
to the replay buffer. Sampling from the replay buffer will allow performing RL updates on the RL
agent as well as RG updates on both the speaker and listener agents.

The semantic co-occurrence grounding loss is contrastive and inspired by Radford et al. [55]. More
formally, as we defined f(·) as the visual module in Section 4.2, we write the semantic co-occurrence
grounding loss as follows:

Lsem.
co−occ. ground(g|(λw)w∈V ) = Es∼ρπ

[

∑

w∈V

H(w)
∑

gi∈g

(

1w(gi)−
λw · f(s)T

||λw||2 · ||f(s)||2

)2
]

, (1)

where || · ||2 corresponds to the L2 norm, ρπ is the distribution over states in s ∈ S that is induced by
using the policy π to harvest the observations/stimuli, and 1w(·) is a noisy indicator function defined
as follows:

1w(w
′) := (1− ϵnoise)×

{

1 if w′ == w ,

−1 if w′ ̸= w .
(2)

where ϵnoise is some random noise uniformly sampled from [0, 0.2], following the noisy labels idea
proposed in Salimans et al. [58].

As the loss is implemented over mini-batches of sampled stimuli, we also perform masking to
reject tokens with null entropy over the mini-batch. For instance, in the proposed experiments
performed on BabyAI [13]’s PickupDist-v0 task, the linguistic goal description always contains the
prefix ‘pick up’, therefore, when considering a mini-batch of stimuli (however they may come from
different episodes), the likelihood of the tokens ‘pick’ and ‘up’ is maximal over the mini-batch and
therefore their associated appearance distribution over the sampled stimuli will have null entropy. In
Equation 1, H(w) denote the entropy of the appearance distribution of token w ∈ V , and its presence
as a multiplicative term is for masking purposes. We refer to the architecture incorporating the loss of
Equation 1 as ETHER+.
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4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental setup

We perform all experiments in an altered version of the BabyAI environment ’BabyAI-PickUpDist-v0’
[13]. This environment rewards an agent at each episode for picking up a specifically coloured and
shaped object among other distracting objects, depending on an observed, natural(-like) language
instruction, e.g. “Pick up the blue ball”. We altered the environment by adding a one-pickup-per-
episode wrapper that makes it so that the episode ends when any object is picked up, meaning that
there is no pick-up action happening in the rest of the episode but the very last experience, unless the
episode times out after 40 available timesteps (similarly to Cideron et al. [16]). In other words, the
result of an episode can either be successful (the agent picked up the target object, as specified by
the instruction), unsuccessful (the agent picked up a wrong object), or timed out (i.e. no object was
picked-up within the limit of the 40 timesteps).

4.2 Agent Architecture

The ETHER architecture is made up of three differentiable agents, the language-conditioned RL agent
and the two RG agents (speaker and listener). Similarly, the HIGhER architecture is built around
a language-conditioned RL agent and an Instruction Generator, which plays the same role as the
speaker agent in a RG thus we equate them in the following architectural details. Each agent consists
of at least a language module and a visual module. The listener agent additionally incorporates a
third decision module that combines the outputs of the other two modules. The RL agent similarly
incorporates a third decision module with the addition that this third module contains a recurrent
network, acting as core memory module for the agent. Using the Straight-Through Gumbel-Softmax
(STGS) approach in the communication channel of the RG, the speaker agent is prompted to produce
the output string of symbols with a Start-of-Sentence symbol and the visual module’s output as an
initial hidden state while the listener agent consumes the string of symbols with the null vector as the
initial hidden state. In the following subsections, we detail each module architecture in depth.

Visual Module. The visual module f(·) consists of the Shared Observation Encoder, which is shared
between all the different agents, followed by some agent-specific adaptation layers, as shown in
Figure 1b. The former consists of three blocks of a 3×3 convolutional layer with stride 2 followed by
a 2D batch normalization layer and a ReLU non-linear activation function. The two first convolutional
layers have 32 filters, whilst the last one has 64. The bias parameters of the convolutional layers
are not used, as it is common when using batch normalisation layers. Inputs are stimuli consisting
of 4 stacked consecutive frames of the environment resized to 64× 64. The RL agent’s adaptation
layers consist of 2 FiLM layers [53] conditioned on the linguistic goal description g ∈ G after it is
processed by the RL agent’s language module. Please refer to the appendix or the open-sourced code
for the details on the other adaptation layers which consists of fully-connected networks.

Language Module. The language module g(·) consists of some learned Embedding followed by
either a one-layer GRU network [14] in the case of the RL agent, or a one-layer LSTM network [27]
in the case of the RG agents. In the context of the listener agent, the input message m = (mi)i∈[1,L]

(produced by the speaker agent) is represented as a string of one-hot encoded vectors of dimension
|V | and embedded in an embedding space of dimension 64 via a learned Embedding. The output
of the listener agent’s language module, gl(·), is the last hidden state of the RNN layer, hl

L =
gL(mL, h

l
L−1). In the context of the speaker agent’s language module gS(·), the output is the

message m = (mi)i∈[1,L] consisting of one-hot encoded vectors of dimension |V |, which are sampled
using the STGS approach from a categorical distribution Cat(pi) where pi = Softmax(ν(hs

i )),
provided ν is an affine transformation and hs

i = gs(mi−1, h
s
i−1). h

s
0 = f(st) is the output of the

visual module, given the target stimulus st.

Decision Module. From the RL agent to the RG’s listener agent, the decision module are very
different since their outputs are either, respectively, in the action space A or the space of distributions
over K + 1 stimuli. For the RL agent, the decision module takes as input a concatenated vector
comprising the output of the FiLM layers, after it has been procesed by a 3-layer fully-connected
network with 256, 128 and 64 hidden units with ReLU non-linear activation functions, and some
other information relevant to the RL context (e.g. previous reward and previous action selected,
following the recipe in Kapturowski et al. [33]). The resulting concatenated vector is then fed to the
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core memory module, a one-layer LSTM network [27] with 1024 hidden units, which feeds into the
advantage and value heads of a 1-layer dueling network [68].

In the case of the RG’s listener agent, similarly to Havrylov and Titov [23], the decision module
builds a probability distribution over a set of K + 1 stimuli/images (s0, ..., sK), consisting of K
distractor stimuli and the target stimulus, provided in a random order (see Figure 1a), given a message
m using the scalar product:

p((di)i∈[0,K]|(si)i∈[0,K];m) = Softmax
(

(hl
L · f(si)

T )i∈[0,K]

)

. (3)

4.3 ETHER Improves Sample-Efficiency and Performance

Table 1: Success ratios (percentage of
mean and standard deviation) for agents
with burn-in feature of R2D2 after 200k
observations.

Agent Success Ratio
R2D2 16.54 ± 1.37

HIGhER+ 14.84 ± 1.40
HIGhER++ (n=1) 15.89 ± 1.19
HIGhER++ (n=2) 16.80 ± 2.07
HIGhER++ (n=4) 18.10 ± 2.54

ETHER 27.63 ± 1.20
ETHER+ 27.16 ± 2.57

Hypothesis. Firstly, our extensions to HIGhER replace
the oracle predicate function with a derived, determinis-
tic predicate function which is not theoretically sound,
thus we investigate here whether this can still be bene-
ficial to the RL agent’s learning by comparison to our
R2D2 baseline (H1). Secondly, as ETHER instantiates
hindsight learning and an unsupservised auxiliary task for
RL in the form of the RG, we expect it to improve the
sample-efficiency and the asymptotic performance com-
pared to our R2D2 baseline (H2). Thirdly, since ETHER
learns a principled predicate function (in the form of the
listener agent of a RG) which is theoretically sound, as
opposed to the predicate functions derived in our various
HIGhER extensions, we hypothesise that ETHER should
also improve the sample-efficiency and the asymptotic
performance compared to HIGhER extensions (H3). Finally, as ETHER+ constraints the EL via
semantic co-occurrence grounding, we ponder whether this constraint has any impact on the RL
agent’s performance (H4).

Evaluation. We evaluate both the sample-efficiency and performance by reporting on the success
ratio of the RL agents over 256 randomly-generated environments, after training has occured on a
fixed sampling budget of 200k observations.

Results. Table 1 shows the success ratios for the different algorithms and architectures. We can see
that our HIGhER extensions requires a great amount of negative examples in the contrastive training
(n=4) in order to validate (H1), and still it only provides marginal improvements over baseline. Thus,
our results shows that our derived predicate function is practically feasable but fairly limited. On
the otherhand, both ETHER approaches outperform all other approaches by almost doubling the
final performance, thus validating both hypotheses (H2) and (H3). These results are cementing the
usage of visual discriminative referential games as viable unsupervised auxiliary task for RL and they
are showing that our principled, RG-learned predicate function is not only theoretically sound but
also practical. Finally, regarding (H4), we observes similar mean asymptotic performance between
ETHER and ETHER+, but ETHER+’s distribution has a greater standard deviation which goads us to
think that the semantic co-occurrence grounding may exert some detrimental constraints onto the RL
agent. We bring the reader’s attention onto the fact that the noise parameter ϵnoise of the semantic
co-occurrence grounding loss (cf. equation 2) may still be too strong and thus explain this detrimental
effect on the RL performance.

4.4 Semantic Co-Occurrence Grounding Improves Emergent Language Alignment

Hypothesis. Strong of the results showing similar RL performance betweem ETHER and ETHER+,
we now investigate the alignment between the emergent languages wielded by the RG agents and
the benchmark’s natural-like language. We hypothesise that only ETHER+ provides some linguistic
alignment because ETHER has no incentives to do so (H1).

Evaluation. We propose two metrics, referred to as ’Any-Colour’ and ’Any-Shape’ accuracies,
to report on the alignment between the emergent languages and the benchmark’s natural language.
Each metric is consistent with a different attribute of the objects encountered by the RL agent in
the environment, to wit ’colour’ and ’shape’. For the purpose of their computation, we use private
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information from the BabyAI benchmark that corresponds to the symbolic representation of the
agent’s field of view (as opposed to the pixel observation that the agents have as input state from the
environment), here after referred to as symbolic image. The symbolic image describes the colour and
shapes of the objects that are in the field of view of the agent using indices 1. For each observation
used in the RG training, we convert the indices of the corresponding symbolic image into colour
and shape word tokens and check whether the RG’s speaker agent use any of those word token
in its emergent language description of the current observation. Thus, the ’Any-Colour’ accuracy
metric registers high accuracy for the current observation is and only if any of the visible object’s
colour-related word tokens is used, and vice versa with shape-related word tokens for the ’Any-Shape’
accuracy metric. It is important to understand that these metrics only provides a lower bound to the
true linguistic alignment between the emergent languages and the benchmark’s natural language.
Indeed, they do not allow verification of whether each word token of a given colour or shape are
related to their expected semantic with a one-to-one/bijective relationship. Nevertheless, these metrics
allow verification of whether the colour and shape information are being consistently used by the RG
agents in ways that allows for interpretation of the emergent language utterances.

Table 2: Alignment accuracies (percentage
of mean and standard deviation) between
the emergent languages spoken by the RG’s
speaker agent and the benchmark’s Natural
Language, after training on 200k RL observa-
tions.

Agent Any-Colour Any-Shape
ETHER 9.117 ± 1.676 0.0 ± 0.0
ETHER+ 32.75 ± 6.29 0.0 ± 0.0

Results. Table 2 reports the ’Any-Colour’ and ’Any-
Shape’ accuracies after 200k RL observations, show-
ing the extent to which the RG’s speaker agent has
been using any of the natural language colour and
shape word tokens to describe stimuli containing said
colour or shape as visual feature. The results show
that constraining of the RG agents using the semantic
co-occurrence grounding loss in ETHER+ does start
to provide alignment between the emergent language
and the benchmark’s natural-like language regarding
the colour semantic alone (roughly 32% accuracy), as
the shape semantic remains ungrounded (0% accuracy). Compared to ETHER’s 9% of ’Any-Colour’
accuracy, which is close to random performance on this metric, the results validate our hypothesis
(H1).

While our proposed metrics here are limited, we highlight that we did also experiment with the
conjunctions counterparts’ metrics, the ’All-Colour’ and ’All-Shape’ metrics, as well as the ’Any-
Object’ and ’All-Object’ metrics (checking whether any/all objects are mentioned, in terms of both
their colour and their shape ; in order to disambiguate from the case where the emergent language
description would make use of the colour-related token for a first visible object and the shape-related
token to another visible object rather than the same as the colour-related token’s one), but none of the
architecture were able to perform better than 0% on these metrics. We plan to investigate in further
details in future works how to make progress on these more difficult alignment metrics, as well as
include metrics related to the structure of the language, such as compositionality as it has been shown
to improve learning [32].

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the Emergent Textual Hindsight Experience Replay (ETHER) agent,
which builds on HER [2] and HIGhER [16] by adressing their limitations. Firstly, a discriminative
visual referential game, commonly studied in the subfield of Emergent Communication, is used as
an unsupervised auxiliary task. Secondly, a semantic grounding scheme is employed to align the
emergent language with the natural language of the instruction-following benchmark. We show that
the speaker and listener agents of the referential game make an artificial language emerge that can be
aligned with the natural-like language used to describe goals in the BabyAI benchmark, and that it is
expressive enough so as to also describe unsuccessful RL trajectories and thus provide feedback to
the RL agent to leverage the linguistic, structured information contained in all trajectories. Our work
shows that emergent communication is a viable unsupervised auxiliary task for goal-conditioned RL
in sparse reward settings and provides missing pieces, i.e. a learned predicate function, to make HER
more widely applicable.

1cf. https://minigrid.farama.org/api/wrappers/#symbolic-obs
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A Broader impact

No technology is safe from being used for malicious purposes, which equally applies to our research.
However, we view many of the ethical concerns surrounding research to be mitigated in the present
case. These include data-related concerns such as fair use or issues surrounding use of human subjects,
given that our data consists solely of simulations.

With regards to the ethical aspects related to its inclusion in the field of Artificial Intelligence, we argue
that our work aims to have positive outcomes on the development of human-machine interfaces since
we investigate, among other things, alignment of emergent languages with natural-like languages.

The current state of our work does not allow extrapolation towards negative outcomes. We believe
that this work is of benefit to the research community of reinforcement learning, language emergence
and grounding, in their current state.

B Implementation Details
Table 3: Hyper-parameter values relevant to
R2D2 in the different architectures presented.
All missing parameters follow the ones in
Ape-X [28].

R2D2

Number of actors 32
Actor update interval 1 env. step
Sequence unroll length 20
Sequence length overlap 10
Sequence burn-in length 10
N-steps return 3
Replay buffer size 1× 104 obs.
Priority exponent 0.9

Importance
sampling exponent

0.6

Discount γ 0.98
Minibatch size 64
Optimizer Adam [35]
Learning rate 6.25× 10−5

Adam ϵ 10−12

Target network
update interval

2500
updates

Value function rescaling None

Table 3 highlights the hyperparameters used
for the off-policy RL algorithm, R2D2[33].
More details can be found, for reproducibil-
ity purposes, in our open-source implementation
at https://github.com/Near32/Regym/tree/
develop-ETHER/benchmark/ETHER.

Training was performed for each run on 1 NVIDIA
GTX1080 Ti, and the amount of training time for
a run is between 8 and 24 hours depending on the
architecture.

C On HIGhER’s Ablation Study

Prior to the architectures described in the main part of
the paper, we iterated over many designs and induc-
tion biases. Notably we experimented with R2D2’s
burn-in feature.

Table 4 shows the success ratios of HIGhER agents
without burn-in feature against baseline R2D2 with-
out burn-in feature on the modified (one-pick-up)
PickUpDist-v0 task from the BabyAI benchmark at
the end of the 200k observation budget. The results show that the contrastive learning scheme
for the predicate function is rather hurting performance compared to HIGhER+, while still being
above baseline. The burn-in feature provides the RL agent better sample-efficiency by stabilising the
training of the recurrent network in the architecture. While the instruction generator/speaker agent is
being trained, the resulting goal re-labelled experiences that enters the replay buffer are presumably
non-stationary. Thus, we attribute the lower performance of the above architectures to the fact that
they struggle to deal with the non-stationarity of the goal re-labelled experiences in the absence of
the stabilising burn-in feature.
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Table 4: Success ratios (mean and standard deviation) for agents without the burn-in feature of R2D2
after 200k steps in a modified version of the BabyAI PickUpDist-v0 task. 3 random seeds for each
agent.

Agent Mean

R2D2 (w/o Burn-In) 13.02 ± 1.26

HIGhER+ (w/o Burn-In) 16.02 ± 1.79
HIGhER++ (n=1) (w/o Burn-In) 14.97 ± 1.19
HIGhER++ (n=2) (w/o Burn-In) 15.89 ± 0.60
HIGhER++ (n=4) (w/o Burn-In) 13.93 ± 2.29
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D On algorithmic details of ETHER

In this section, we detail how ETHER is built over HIGhER from an algorithmic point of view. We
start by presenting in Algorithm 1 an extended version of the pseudo-code for the HIGhER algorithm
from Cideron et al. [16] with the following additions:

1. (i) contrasting further the learning vs behavioural reward function concerns that we high-
lighted in Section 2.2,

2. (ii) flagging the reliance on the learning reward function that depends on the predicate
function, which is provided as an oracle in both HER and HIGhER.

Algorithm 1: Hindsight Generation for Experience Replay (HIGhER)

Given :

• an off-policy RL algorithm (e.g., DQN, R2D2) and its replay buffer R,

• a behavioural policy πbehaviour : S × G → A

• a learning reward function r : S ×A× S × G → R (oracle or learned - relying on the
predicate function f : S × G → {0, 1}),

• a behavioural reward function r : S ×A× S × G → R (provided by the environment),

• a language scoring function (e.g., parser accuracy, BLEU, etc.).

Initialize :

• the dataset Dsup of (state, goal) pairs and a train-test split strategy to yield Dsup/train and
Dsup/val,

• the Instruction Generator mHIGhER.

for episode = 1,M do
Sample a goal g and an initial state s0 from the environment;
t = −1;
repeat

t = t+ 1;
Execute an action at chosen from the behavioural policy πbehavioural;
Observe a new state st+1 and a behavioural reward rt = rbehavioural(st, at, g);
Store the transition (st, at, rt, st+1, g) in R;
Update Q-network parameters using the policy πbehavioural and sampled minibatches
from R;

until (episode ends);
if learning reward rlearning(st, at, st+1, g) = f(st+1, g) == 1 then

Store the pair (st+1, g) in Dsup/train or Dsup/val;
Update mHIGhER parameters by sampling minibatches from Dsup/train;

end
else if mHIGhER validation score is high enough & Dsup/val is big enough then

Duplicate the previous episode’s transitions in R;
Sample ĝ0 = mHIGhER(st+1);
Compute the learning rewards ∀t, r̂0t = rlearning(st, at, st+1, ĝ

0) = f(st+1, ĝ
0);

Replace g by ĝ0 and rt by r̂0t in all the duplicated transitions of the last episode;
end

end

Following the added nuances to the HIGhER algorithm, we can now show in greater and contrastive
details the ETHER algorithm in Algorithm 2, where we highlight the following:

1. (i) the RG training can be done in parallel at any time, thus we present it in the most-inner
loop of the algorithm,

2. (ii) since ETHER trains its RG speaker and listener agents on the whole state space S, the
ability to perform either final or future-k re-labelling strategy is recovered. We present the
case of the future-k re-labelling strategy below.
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Algorithm 2: Emergent Textual Hindsight Experience Replay (ETHER)

Given :

• an off-policy RL algorithm (e.g., DQN, R2D2) and its replay buffer R,

• a behavioural policy πbehaviour : S × G → A

• a descriptive, discriminative RG algorithm, with its dataset buffer DRG and its listener and
speaker agents;

• a learning reward function r : S ×A× S × G → R ( relying on the predicate function
f : S × G → {0, 1} which is implemented via the RG’s listener agent),

• a behavioural reward function r : S ×A× S × G → R (provided by the environment),

• a language scoring function (implemented via the RG’s accuracy on the validation set).

Initialize :

• the dataset Dsup of (state, goal) pairs and a train-test split strategy to yield Dsup/train and
Dsup/val,

• the RG dataset DRG of stimuli state and a train-test split strategy to yield DRG/train and
DRG/val,

• the Instruction Generator mETHER(·), in the form of the RG’s speaker agent.

• the learned predicate function fETHER(·), in the form of the RG’s listener agent,

• KHER ∈ N specifying which re-labelling strategy to use (if KHER = 0 then final,
otherwise future-KHER).

for episode = 1,M do
Sample a goal g and an initial state s0 from the environment;
t = −1;
repeat

t = t+ 1;
Execute an action at chosen from the behavioural policy πbehavioural;
Observe a new state st+1 and a behavioural reward rt = rbehavioural(st, at, g);
Store the transition (st, at, rt, st+1, g) in R;
Update Q-network parameters using the policy πbehavioural and sampled minibatches
from R;

Store the stimulus st in DRG/train or DRG/val;
Update the RG’s speaker and listener agents by playing NRG epochs of the RG, training
on DRG/train and performing evaluation on DRG/val;

until episode ends;
if learning reward rlearning(st, at, st+1, g) = fETHER(st+1, g) == 1 then

Store the pair (st+1, g) in Dsup/train or Dsup/val;
Update the RG’s speaker agent parameters (ETHER) with supervised learning by

sampling minibatches from Dsup/train;
end
else if RG validation accuracy on DRG/val is high enough then

Use the future-KHER re-labelling strategy as follows...;
k = 0, T = last episode’s length;
repeat

Sample Tk uniformly from [1, T ];
Duplicate the previous episode’s transitions in R, until sampled timestep Tk;
Sample ĝ0 = mETHER(sTk

);
Compute the learning rewards
∀t, r̂0t = rlearning(st, at, st+1, ĝ

0) = fETHER(st+1, ĝ
0);

Replace g by ĝ0 and rt by r̂0t in all the duplicated transitions of the last episode;
k = k + 1;

until k == KHER;
end

end
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E On the Referential Game in ETHER

In the following, we detail further the referential game (RG) used in the ETHER architectures.

As highlighted in Section 2.4, we follow the nomenclature proposed in Denamganaï and Walker [18]
and focus on a descriptive object-centric (partially-observable) 2-players/L = 10-signal/N = 0-
round/K = 31-distractor RG variant, as illustrated in Figure 1a.

The descriptiveness implies that the target stimulus may not be passed to the listener agent, but instead
replaced with a descriptive distractor. In effect, the listener agent’s decision module therefore outpus
a K+2-logit distribution where the K+2-th logit represents the meaning/prediction that none of the
K + 1 stimuli is the target stimulus that the speaker agent was ‘talking’ about. The addition is made
following Denamganaï et al. [17] as a learnable logit value, logitno−target, it is an extra parameter of
the model. In this case the decision module output is no longer as specified in Equation 3, but rather
as follows:

p((di)i∈[0,K+1]|(si)i∈[0,K];m) = Softmax
(

(hl
L · f(si)

T )i∈[0,K] ∪ {logitno−target}
)

. (4)

The descriptiveneness is ideal but not necessary in order to employ the listener agent as a predicate
function for the hindsight experience replay scheme. Thus, in the main results of the paper, we
present the version without descriptiveness.

In the remainder of this section, we detail the STGS-LazImpa loss that we employed in our referential
game, as illustrated in Figure 1a.

E.1 STGS-LazImpa Loss

Emergent languages rarely bears the core properties of natural languages [39, 5, 41, 11], such as
Zipf’s law of Abbreviation (ZLA). In the context of natural languages, this is an empirical law which
states that the more frequent a word is, the shorter it tends to be [72, 62]. Rita et al. [57] proposed
LazImpa in order to make emergent languages follow ZLA.

To do so, Lazimpa adds to the speaker and listener agents some constraints to make the speaker
lazy and the listener impatient. Thus, denoting those constraints as LSTGS−lazy and Limpatient, we
obtain the STGS-LazImpa loss as follows:

LSTGS−LazImpa(m, (si)i∈[0,K]) = LSTGS−lazy(m) + Limpatient(m, (si)i∈[0,K]). (5)

In the following, we detail those two constraints.

Lazy Speaker. The Lazy Speaker agent has the same architecture as common speakers. The
‘Laziness’ is originally implemented as a cost on the length of the message m directly applied to the
loss, of the following form:

Llazy(m) = α(acc)|m| (6)

where acc represents the current accuracy estimates of the referential games being played, and α is a
scheduling function, which is not differentiable. This is aimed to adaptively penalize depending on the
message length. Since the lazyness loss is not differentiable, they ought to employ a REINFORCE-
based algorithm for the purpose of credit assignement of the speaker agent.

In this work, we use the STGS communication channel, which has been shown to be more sample-
efficient than REINFORCE-based algorithms [23], but it requires the loss functions to be differen-
tiable. Therefore, we modify the lazyness loss by taking inspiration from the variational autoencoders
(VAE) literature [36].

The length of the speaker’s message is controlled by the appearance of the EoS token, wherever
it appears during the message generation process that is where the message is complete and its
length is fixed. Symbols of the message at each position are sampled from a distribution over all
the tokens in the vocabulary that the listener agent outputs. Let (Wl) be this distribution over all
tokens w ∈ V at position l ∈ [1, L], such that ∀l ∈ [1, L], ml ∼ (Wl). We devise the lazyness loss
as a Kullbach-Leibler divergence DKL(·|·) between these distribution and the distribution (WEoS)
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which attributes all its weight on the EoS token. Thus, we dissuade the listener agent from outputting
distributions over tokens that deviate too much from the EoS-focused distribution (WEoS), at each
position l with varying coefficients β(l). The coefficient function β : [1, L] → R must be monotically
increasing. We obtain our STGS-lazyness loss as follows:

LSTGS−lazy(m) =
∑

l∈[1,L]

β(l)DKL

(

(WEoS)|(Wl)
)

(7)

Impatient Listener. Our implementation of the Impatient Listener agent follows the original work
of Rita et al. [57]: it is designed to guess the target stimulus as soon as possible, rather than solely
upon reading the EoS token at the end of the speaker’s message m. Thus, following Equation 3, the
Impatient Listener agent outputs a probability distribution over a set of K + 1 stimuli (s0, ..., sK) for
all sub-parts/prefixes of the message m = (m1, ...,ml)l∈[1,L] = (m≤l)l∈[1,L] :

∀l ∈ [1, L], p((d≤l

i
)i∈[0,K]|(si)i∈[0,K];m

≤l) = Softmax
(

(h≤l · f(si)
T )i∈[0,K]

)

, (8)

where h≤l is the hidden state/output of the recurrent network in the language module (cf. Section 4.2)
after consuming tokens of the message from position 1 to position l included.

Thus, we obtain a sequence of L probability distributions, which can each be contrasted, using the
loss of the user’s choice, against the target distribution (Dtarget) attributing all its weights on the
decision dtarget where the target stimulus was presented to the listener agent. Here, we employ
Havrylov and Titov [23]’s Hinge loss. Denoting it as L(·), we obtain the impatient loss as follows:

Limpatient/L(m, (si)i∈[0,K]) =
1

L

∑

l∈[1,L]

L((d≤l
i∈[0,K], (Dtarget)). (9)

F On the Semantic Co-Occurrence Hypothesis

In Section 3.2.2, we hypothesised that, upon specifiying a goal, agent observations would be biased
to contain semantic components present in said goal. We tested this hypothesis in the BabyAI
environment and provided some examples in Figure 2, when the linguistic goal description was “Pick
up the green key”, showing that the semantics of the goal (colour “green” and shape “key”) are some
of the most salient observed semantics in the environment’s observations of both expert trajectories
and random walks.

Here, we provide further evidence that the linguistic goal description aligns with the observed
semantics across different permutations of color goal and shape goal. As described in the main body
text, this is consistent across both agents, but more visible in the expert agent. Figures 5, 6, 4, 7, 8,
9, and 10 present histograms for each combination of color and shape goal for both the expert and
random agent. We note that semantic co-occurrence, while prevalent, is not always perfectly the case.
For instance, Figure 4, the most commonly observed semantic in the expert agent trajectories for the
blue color and ball shape was "box", as opposed to the expected "ball" semantic.
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(a) Expert agent (b) Random agent

Figure 4: Left: Trajectories for the blue color goal from BabyAI’s
built-in expert agent which always reaches the goal. Right: Ran-
dom agent trajectories. In both cases the semantics of the goal
are among the most observed semantic features for any given
trajectory. This effect is less pronounced in the random agent.
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(a) Expert agent (b) Random agent

Figure 5: Left: Trajectories for colorless obejcts from BabyAI’s built-in expert agent which always
reaches the goal. Right: Random agent trajectories. In both cases the semantics of the goal are
among the most observed semantic features for any given trajectory. This effect is less pronounced in
the random agent.
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(a) Expert agent (b) Random agent

Figure 6: Left: Trajectories for the green color goal from BabyAI’s built-in expert agent which
always reaches the goal. Right: Random agent trajectories. In both cases the semantics of the goal
are among the most observed semantic features for any given trajectory. This effect is less pronounced
in the random agent.
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(a) Expert agent (b) Random agent

Figure 7: Left: Trajectories for the grey color goal from BabyAI’s built-in expert agent which always
reaches the goal. Right: Random agent trajectories. In both cases the semantics of the goal are
among the most observed semantic features for any given trajectory. This effect is less pronounced in
the random agent.
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(a) Expert agent (b) Random agent

Figure 8: Left: Trajectories for the purple color goal from BabyAI’s built-in expert agent which
always reaches the goal. Right: Random agent trajectories. In both cases the semantics of the goal
are among the most observed semantic features for any given trajectory. This effect is less pronounced
in the random agent.
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(a) Expert agent (b) Random agent

Figure 9: Left: Trajectories for the red color goal from BabyAI’s built-in expert agent which always
reaches the goal. Right: Random agent trajectories. In both cases the semantics of the goal are
among the most observed semantic features for any given trajectory. This effect is less pronounced in
the random agent.
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(a) Expert agent (b) Random agent

Figure 10: Left: Trajectories for the yellow color goal from BabyAI’s built-in expert agent which
always reaches the goal. Right: Random agent trajectories. In both cases the semantics of the goal
are among the most observed semantic features for any given trajectory. This effect is less pronounced
in the random agent.
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